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SPS vs Hybrid Flash-SPS
The schematics of the experimental set-up and the current flow paths for SPS (graphite punches and die), Flash-SPS (graphite punches and no die) and Hybrid Flash-SPS (graphite punches and a thin walled stainless steel die) configurations are shown in Figure S1 . Table S1 . To understand where the  direction is folded, one can draw the adjacent Brillouin zones. The  direction correspond to a path KX'K'''' (where prime and double prime indicate nearest and next nearest Brillouin zone special points). What can be confusing is that the K point for the first zone (red) correspond to the U' point of the adjacent zone (green).
Figure S1. Flow of current in SPS (a, b); Flash-SPS (c); and Hybrid Flash-SPS (d) configurations. Information pertaining to each configuration are tabulated below in

Configurations
To study the band structure of a super-cell in the  direction, one needs to represent the path KX' (or equivalently the two paths K and UX). However, for the 4 x 4 x 4 super-cell, the maximum is located on
